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ABSTRACT 

The new standard IEEE std. 1596-1992, Scalable Coherence Interface (SCI)-- provides novel possibilities to 
build data acquisition systems for large and very high rate experiments in High Energy Physics (HEP). 

The RD24 project ai CERN started 2 years ago to investigate applications of SCI to data acquisition at the Large 
Kadron Collider (LHC). The participants come from CERN, universities and computer companies. As part of the 
RD24 project, simulation of large SCI-based dala acquisition systems is performed by a simulator written in the 
object-oriented language M' 'DSIM II. 

A lypicul 5CI ring structure is sensitive to hardware failures and limited by its peak load. Early simulations 
showed thai large SCI rings are nol scalable. An SCI bridge model, which is in principle two SCI node chips 
connected back-to-hack, is presented here and used as a building block for a simulated system. Several rings 
connected by SCI bridges can offer high performance, but large SCI-based systems containing thousands of 
nodes wiih many bridges will not be able to utilize the potential bandwidth. A long path between nodes leading 
through bridges also introduces long latencies. We present an SCI switch model, which provides a direct 
connection between any iwo rings that are connected to the switch. Such an SCI switch will significantly 
improve system performance and give a lower latency. We compare the simulation results and show the 
differences between SCI systems based on real SCI switches and those based on SCI bridges, in particular the 
different performances and latencies under various load and design parameters such as die depth of input/output 
I-IKK switch (bridge) delays etc. We investigate self-routing SCI multistage DAQ systems with optimized 
configuration, which is uniquely routed. 

[he goal of this paper is lo investigate the difference between SCI switch- and SCI bridge-based systems, and in 
Niuih some of the design criteria for the SCI switch element lo form the interconnection of large scale SCI-based 
Jala acquisition systems. 

1. Introduction 
l'hc approved IEEE Std 1596-1992 Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) |Gust-92HSCI-92) provides the services 
nnc t \pccts from a computer hus, bui avoids die limitations of buses by using point-to-poini links and a packet-
based, split response protocol. With differential ECL signals, ihc standard specifies a transfer rate of 1 GbyteA 
per link 

The name Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) defines what SCI is. Scalability- provides the possibility that the 
same mechanism can be used independently of the number of nodes, in other words, up lo 64K nodes can be 
connected logether. Coherence supports the efficient use of cache memories in the most general and easiest-lo
use inulupro-.essor model. Interface means that products from multiple vendors can be incorporated into one 
>\Mem and lnler-operale MWKittiK 
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SCI-hased systems can contain up to 64K nodes, and can be interconnected to implement the architecture which 
is host suited tur a spccilic application. Ring-based systems are already being implemented, however, an SCI-SC1 
switch needs to he developed for constructing large system. 

Large scale data acquisition systems may be a field where SCI can have a profound impact. The data acquisition 
system iDAQ) for the proposed Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN represents an enormous challenge for 
designer1; and implementors. The climated number of electronics channels and the bandwidth required are 
several orders of magnitude larger than found in current systems. New concepts as well as new technology will 
be required in order to build such a sysiem. 

Currently a research program at CERN, RD24 |RD24-93] investigates the use of SCI as a very high speed 
interconnect for LHC experiments. The R & D projects at CERN are projects that have been approved by the 
"Detector Research & Development Committee". The participants of RD24 are groups from CERN, University 
of Oslo, 1NFN (Rome), University of Rome, IHEP (Moscow), and the companies Dolphin SCI Technology 
(Oslo). Digital Equipment Corporation, CES (Geneva), Apple Computer Inc., IFIC (Spain) and Thomson-CSF 
(France). 

As a first SCI application (MU1L93], RD24 started the design and test of single-ring components, i.e. processor 
and memory nodes. A ring is known for its simple characteristics and based or. a two-link connection, where the 
uuipui signals from one module are fed to the input signals of the next. On the other hand, a ring is always 
limited by ihe long path the packet should pass and will not behave well when there is more than 15 links of 
nodes [ScGV-92|. Connecting several rings can improve performance and give a lower latency, so in its second 
phase. RD24 plans to extend to multiple rings and ultimately, to large SCI systems. However, in order to connect 
every two rings, an SCI ring-to-ring bridge will be needed. Ultimately SCI switches are a definite long term need 
to interconnect a large number of nodes together in an effective way. 

In the next section we will present an SCI bridge model which is in principle two SCI node chips connected 
kick-to-back, and further an SCI switch model, which provides a direct connection between any two rings that 
are connected to the switch. We will also analyze the differences between these two models. In section 3, we will 
look into a multistage network system, a potential candidate for DAQ systems. In section 4, we will present the 
simulation results and show the difference between SCI multistage DAQ systems based on real SCI switches and 
those based on SCI bridges, in particular the performances and latencies under various loads and design 
parameters such as depth of input/output FIFOs, switch delays etc. We will summarize and draw our conclusions 
in section 5 

2. SCI bridge and SCI switch 
An SCI switch (bridge) is a key component in building up large SCI-based processor architectures. The SCI 
standard |SCl-92] does not directly specify an SCI switch or bridge. A wide variety of interconnection 
mechanisms is possible. 

2.1 SC! bridge 

The SCI specification (SC1-92) proposes several different topologies that can be built up with simple ring-to-nng 
bridges These SCI bridges have two inputs and two outputs as shown in Figure I .a. Data will go unidirectionally 
into the inputs and come out from the outputs. The inputs and outputs here are 16-bit wide data. 

Ii> means of SCI bridges, one can connect 2 rings, 3 rings or even more rings together (Figure l.b. I.e. Id). The 
w.i%s i>i connection arc very flexible with corresponding trade-offs of performance and latency. 

\ detailed block diagram of the SCI bridge is shown in Figure 2. Two SCI node chip compatible pons arc 
viinnctcd kuk-in-Kick K-ary N-cubc structured systems based on such bridges arc extensively studied [BoHu-
s>| " linHu lH||KrBH-42J I'sing SCI bridges, one can connect SCI rings together to form a multi-processor SCI 
-weiii ih.it ...in h\ tar overcome an> bus systems e«i%nm; nou Simulation of multiple rings connected by SCI 
'MKICCSSS .is presented as earl% as 199] in[BDMR-92| 
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(a) 

(c) 

,' > 

(b) 

SCI node or SCI bridge 
w connected to another SCI ring 

FIGURE 1. (a) A block diagram ol SCI bridge, (b) 2 rings connected by an SCI bridge, (c) 3 
rings connected by 2 bridges, (d) 4 rings connected by 4 bridges 

* i AD' H 1 [ j-FIFO , fci f i 

Link I Out 

Etho Pick» path 

AU AiMrc™ Decoder, RT Routini Table. M u i Muluptcxef. rcq request FIFO, r n response FIFO 

FIGURE 2 A model of SCI bridge 
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An SCI bridge is a special case of an SCI switch. It is a 2-swiich by our definition of N-switch . The name 
"SCI hndge" is conventional since its original purpose is to connect two SCI rings. 

2.2 SCI switch module 
In high rate DAQ systems, a need to maximize total throughput of the system and minimize the mean end-to-
end packet delay across the SCI system could make an SCI bridge an inappropriate choice. An SCI switch 
model is presented in this section. In an SCI switch, hardware complexity is traded for increased bandwidth 
and decreased latency. 

The SCI switch model presented here is a general model. It emphasizes several of the most important features 
of SCI switch properties, namely scalability, simplicity and high speed. 

Concerning scalability, the SCI switch is a model that is suitable for any size of a network; its structure is 
expandable to connect any size of rings; an SCI N-switch will be made of N node chip compatible ports with 
crossbar connectivity among these ports. As for simplicity, the SCI switch model inherits most of the features 
•'-urn SCi and the existing SCI node chip lo enhance its performance at low latency and complexity. Finally its 
high speed, it is capable of 1 Gbyte/s per link. For an N-switch, it is therefore theoretically possible to provide 
a performance of N GbyieA in input links and N Gbyte/s in output links. 

A amplified block diagram of a4-switch is shown in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3. Block Diagram ol an SCI 4-swrtch 

\n \ »*n.h i. jn SCI ««ihti »nft \ [MII SCI input/i-utpui Itnå* 41W*.K«<(W intemmneKtutnia twt»«rn 
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The 4-swiich consists of 4 SCI node compatible ports. The details inside each port are described in Figure 4. 
The crossbar a in nee lions between the ports are unidirectional links that run at SCI speed or lower speed in 
order to reduce the costs. Each port has a routing circuit that implements a fast decision algorithm based on 
routing information, for instance, the address in the incoming packet. If die incoming packet does not route 
locally, i.e. not to a node on the same ring, a logic will check whether the corresponding output-FIFO is free or 
not. If the FIFO is free, the packet is accepted and stored in the output-FIFO, and an echo will be sent back to 
the request node, otherwise a reiry-echo will be sent. The checking of an output-FIFO may be slow, so 
different techniques can be used. One method is to put a "score-board" near the routing logic to indicate if the 
ouipul-FIFOs are free or not. A "score-board" is scored once the output-FIFO is busy, and it is freed when the 
oulpul-FIFO is free. One single bit per output-FIFO (on the far side of the same switch) and a single 
connection can be used to implement it. Thus the FIFOs in a switch may behave exactly as FIFOs in a normal 
node chip at SCI speed. Separate request and response FIFOs are needed to avoid deadlock [SCI-92], 

FIGURE 4. One of Ihe N ports of an SCI N-switch 

2.3 SCI switches built of SCI bridges (2-switch) 
Tod.i> \ technology may restrict temporarily the switch multiplicity to N= 2. Figure S.b shows a possible way 
to build a 4-switch based on four SCI bridges. We can use the same concept to ouild large SCI switches, such 
.is using H SCI bridges to build a 8-switch, but as we mentioned before, connecting more nodes on an SCI ring 
«ill result in a big penalty in performance. In this paper we will only consider the situation of the 4-switch. We 
...ill the crossbar-like switch in Figure S.aa real 4-swiich, and the one in Figure 5b a bridge-based 4-swuch. 

I Mnj! SCI bridges to build SCI switches is an alternative to using real SCI switch for large-scale SCI systems 
We w ill theoretically compare both systems and then quantify their difference by simulations. In this paper, we 
k.ill the systems interconnected with those two 4-switch forms a real 4-switch-based system and an SCI bridge-
km'd system, respectively. 

2.4 Real SCI switch versus SCI bridge-based switch 
In figure 5 b the internal ring of each switch clement consists of 4 SCI bridge ports. The internal ring's 
throughput v. ill he confined by congestion The latency will he around Iwice as long as using the real SCI 
-w iti h We list Mime points for comparison of these two kinds ot switches in Table I The routing is assumed 
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ti) he distributed on each SCI port. 

FIGURE 5. (a) A real SCI 4-swttch; (b) 4-switch built of 4 SCI bridges. 

Table 1: Comparison of different 4-switches 

Typeof4 -swi tch S C I bridge-based switch real S C I switch 
Max. bandwidth (Gbyte/s)* 2.5 4 
Mm average latency* 1.5 Bridge Delays+1 Bypass 

Delay 
1 Switch Delay (can be equiva
lent to 1 Bridge Delay) 

# of node compatible ports 8 4 
* of routing logic 8 4 
Complexity of routing logic level x level x 
# ot input FIFOs6 0 0 
• ol output FIFOs 8 4 
• ol bypass FIFOs e 4 
Total «o l FIFOs 16 8 
Self routing possibility easy easy 
Additional logic apart from SCI node-
cnip 

alittle some 

Complexity in internal connection easy difficult 
Ali m single module' relatively easy difficult 

a each mule sends packet* randomly to other nodes 

h request jrtJ response FIFOs are referred together 

i including muluchip module 

3. Multistage network and SCI switches 
Cunsenimnjl JfM" multistage network* have k" inputs connected to k" outputs through n stages of k2 

iwitchcN SCI i» j ncv. protocol that is based on packet transmissions In SCI. die point-lo-point links arc 
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unidirectional The return path must be provided for the acknowledge packets. This makes the ring structure a 
basic choice lor SCI systems. Figure 6 is an example multistage system using SCI. We found thai we must 
develop a new terminology to conform with the new system. Instead of calling i( 8x8 or 16x16 which neither 
of them are exactly, we call it an 8 R x8 R multistage system. This system is suitable for data acquisition systems, 
where normally memories (producers) sit on one side and processors (consumers) on the other. The 4-switch 
(2 Kx2 R switch ) in the figure could be a real 4-switch as shown in Figure 5.a, or a switch that is based on SCI 
bridges in Figure 5.b. Our simulations will be based on this figure. 

FIGURE 6. 8 H X8R DAQ system (baseline) interconnected by 4-switches 

()nc .'i the main reasons we choose a multistage interconnection network as our system model is its suitability 
ii-r -.elt routing [WuFe-Sflj Self-routing, also called digitally controlled routing, is characterized by its high 
speed ismall routing latency), simplicity and well suited for chip design. The key property of the self-routing 
algorithm is that for a packet to route through a network, each address decoder operates independently of all 
others upon information at the target address at the stan of the packet [Wu-93[, 

I he 'iiulhsugc svMem in Figure 6 is an optimized con figuration, which is uniquely routed if we guarantee the 
torujrding of packets in stages. The number of 4-switches being used is minimized and the routing algorithm 
Nannies simple, hut this also restricts the possibility of alternative routing. 

I tic Minulat ions tt| j riR*HK multistage DAQ system canto a great extent reflect (he behavior of larger systems 
\\c have dune simulations on a 64 Rx64 R DAQ system" (RD24-93). and the result is similar to the simulations 
w e ptesent in this paper 

; \ i ,»itih i» j|*.< tailed ? a i 2 n < 2 ring b) i rtnji It » different fromiun. whith is unidirectional The small R in the sur> 
«.npi mJKj'cs the links jre huJirectixrul. more precise!*, arr nn ft 

' sm,uiji,..ns .it j ^ I M , l ) * y <ttwm normally run fot uteks on 4 si'N SP*RC Hi 
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4. Simulation 
4.1 Simulation tools and simulator 

MODSIM II™ [CACI-9I) is an object-oriented, discrete-event simulation language from CACI Products 
(\<inp;iny. La Jolla. Ca. It was selected for modeling die low level SCI protocols that govern the exchange of 
packet-* between SCI nodes. The object-oriented approach leads to great advantages since new modules can 
mhent most properties from exisiing ones and thus one can construct large systems easily. Discrete-event 
simulation allows description of a system in terms of logical relationships which cause changes of state at 
discrete points in time. An example: an SCI packet arrives and changes die state of the FIFO instantaneously. 

SOI.ah |BoWu-93|. a set of SCI modeling tools was developed to simulate the data flow of distributed SO 
s\siemv A lime resolution down to SCI packet size with flow control (~I00ns on average) allows accurate 
simulation of congested data pathways. There are also provisions for building SCI networks consisting of rings 
interconnected by hndges or switches. Various scripts based on standard UNIX tools have been used to prepare 
the input and output data. A special purpose preprocessor which generates very large multistage network 
-•\»ntidurations for simulation is also available in C code. The executable code was generated on desktop 
workstations. For cache coherence, the C-code produced by the IEEE [SCI-92] has been linked into the 
MODSIM code. 

It is passible to sei many parameters in our SCI simulation. Several of the most important parameters and our 
t Imices of the values in the simulation are listed below. All die results we present in this paper are based on the 
simulations m" multistage DAQ system architecture. 

Table 2: Simulation Parameters for an SCI System 

Parameter Our choice of value 

Simulation Time: The length of simulation 500000 ns 

Reset Time The time to reset all statistics counters, used to eliminate start-up effects. 100000 ns 

Number of nodes in system, no limit 1 - unlimited 

Node Type memory / definite target packet generator/ random target packet generator memories on one side 
and random generators 
on the other 

Packet Type any type of SCI packets, e.g.. dmove64, nwrite16. etc. dmove64 

>aoui FIFO depth for SCI node, i.e number ol outstanding request/response packets: in 
units of SO packets, no limit 

1 -16 
3 if not specified 

irvout FIFO depth lor SCI switch element, i e number ol outstanding request/response 
packets m units of SCI packets, no limit 

1 -16 
3 if not specified 

Request/Response Delay the time for a processor to process a request/response 
packet 

50 na 

The interval between 2 successive packets generated by a processor, thts parameter 
'exec's me CPU spaed, cache hit ratio, and o used to ad|ust the load on the system 

50 ns 

Bypass Delay due to imk delays, connectors, and the time needed tor a packet to 
Dypass an idle node, etc 

15ns 

Swtcn Delay the time an SCI switch needs for address decoding, routng-ubte check-
% eic we Assume that the Bndge Delay is of the same value as Switch Delay 

25 ns if not specified 
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4.2 Simulation Results 

In |RD24-¥3J we have already shown that a multistage DAQ system scales well when the size of system 
increase;,. The optimum depth of FIFOs to get best performance is also indicated in that report. Here we give 
more details, and show mure results. 

The terminologies used in the figures are: 

Htiw Throughput is the total bandwidth of packets that the producers send to the consumers, including echos 
ami headers. It represents the link traffic. 

Xet Throughput represents only the data bandwidth. 

Hetr\ Throughput is the total retry bandwidth in the whole system, including the retries between middle 
si ayes. 

iMwmy (Transaction Duration) is measured from the entry of a request packet in its output FIFO until the 
response packet comes back. For responseless packets such as dmove64, it is the duration from the request 
packet m its output FIFO until it is in its target's input FIFO. 

4.2.1 Throughput and latency in multistage networks 

Figure 7.a. b give us a proof of scalability of real 4-switch-based systems as well as systems based on bridge-
based 4-swiich.es. We did simulations on 2 R x2 R {e.g., 4-switch itself). 4 R x4 R , 8 R x8 R , 1 6 R X 1 6 R , 3 2 R X 3 2 R , 
M K x64 R mu'tisfnge networks, and found the throughput scales well. Net throughput is around 80% of raw 
throughput, which is quite obvious for dmove64 packets (with 54 of the 80 bytes is data). 

s ™ a t i o r * or I U I 4.iwiKn-baui} lyttami Simulation* el SCI bndoa-buad ayuenw 

JO 30 40 SO BO ' °0 10 10 30 40 SO ' '«T 

FIGURE 7. a. b. Test of throughput scalability of real 4-switch-based system and bridge-
based system. 

I jtciK\ is a eruual paramclo which needs tn be minimized. In our simulation, the latency doesn't increase 
proportionally with the s i« of the DAQ system {Figure 8.a,b). This is due to that the number of stage-, in 
multistage network docs not increase proportionally with the size of the system. The latency of real 4-switch-
ha-cil s> stem is much more lower than of bridge-based system. This is because there arc much more retries in 
the latter -,> stem and longer path each packet has to travel. 

Piøc9 
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• if 
t ' 

ot SCI DndfjS'Dased i d i o m s 

Transaction Dmalion 

fJ.ff iDtjyU-inflmullstaBeOAQsyilern.fJ N-nogby Nrmflmull i i talHDAQsyjt tnv I 

FIGURE 8. a, b. Latency of real 4-switch-based system and bridge-based system. 

4.2.2 Throughput and latency versus depth of FIFOs1 

In IRD24-93] the optimum FIFO depth for a switch port is ca. 3 longest SCI packets. Figure 9 .a and Figure 
I O.ii demonstrate that result again, both from throughput and latency evaluations. A three longest-SCI-packcts-
deep FIFO is probably the most cost effective choice for a real-switch-based system with the simulation 
parameter-, specified Figure 9.b and Figure lO.b. indicate that two-packet-deep-FIFO is also a reasonable 
choice lor an SCI bridge-based system. The retry throughput in Figure 9.b goes asymptotically to 4 Gbyte/s. 

Simula tvonj c* real *-twXt>-bBMd systems S u r u d w r a of SCI Dndaa«SM(l systams 

Th« 4«f)th o( a * FIFO I » »»eti i c o n «x t» • irv» 

n Thiaugreul 

M Tnrougnout 

'*f=~ 
Oaptr o> MJOUI f i fO» « D»ptn C a u W ' 1 * 0 * « SO tvitfgaB 

FIGURE 9. a. b. Finding the optimum depth of FIFOs, throughput evaluation, real 4-switch-based 
system versus bridge-based system, 8RX8R multistage DAQ systems. 

I he n-jNun tur this is that the bridge-based switch saturates on the internal ring. The switch architecture docs 
not ru*e such problem. In Figure lO.b, the latency increases when deeper FIFOs are used. II is because the 
deeper the FIFOs arc. the more possibility that packets wi l l be blocked in the middle stages in the network due 
t<> retries On the contrary, the curve in Figure lO.a is flat when deeper FIFOs arc used. It is because of less 
retries i reier ln r igure 9. retry throughput) Too many retries \% also the reason that a one-FIFO system has 

.- . i r p i h • I I H 11\ the i jme •»•• the number «f j l i i i * ed «tmi^ndin ; irtjucM 
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lunger latency than a two-FIFO system in Figure lO.b. 

Simulations of 'ml 4-swifcn-Dasad systems 
o&OO • - - • • . - . - . . . . 

Ths dacttiolma RFOkM S K n i c t m n o d a i s t h F M 

Sumitahoiuol SCI Dndga-oaMd systems 

Tnnucnon OuiHon 

Deptn of output FIFO» ii 0*pm of output FIFO» m SCI bndøM 

FIGURE 10. a, b. Finding the opt imum depth of FIFOs, latency evaluation, real 4-switch-based 
system versus br idge-based system, 8 R X 8 R mult istage DAO systems. 

One of the interesting tests is to sec how a one-FIFO (for both node and switch port) system behaves. From 
Figure 11 .a,b wc can sec that for a heavily loaded system where the interval between two successive packets is 
less than 500 ns. a one-FIFO system has a worse performance than a three-FIFO system. This is due to the 
characteristics of SCI, i.e. packet transmissions must be acknowledged by echo packet. The send packet w i l l 
stay in the "only" FIFO until it receives an echo confirming that the transmission has succeeded. Figure 12.a,b 
shows that the latency of a one-FIFO system is also longer compared with a three-FIFO system. The heavier 
ihc load the greater (he difference in performance is. 

SunutiBoK of SO b rMg»MMu tysMnu 

200 300 4?o sSo « & T8D e3o~ sSo 
Tha Kami txtwon M> unxtuft* paowa bung gancniM imi 

FIGURE 11. Throughput tor both real-switch-based system and bridge-based systems 
when the depth of FIFO !å one. 8 R xB R multistage DAQ systems. 

l o r a li^htK loaded vysicm where the interval between two successive packets is larger than 500 ns. using 
deeper FIFOs wi l l not increase performance compared to a one-FIFO system. 
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f-'mni figure 11 and 12. we can also find thai the load of the system can affect the performance too. Generally 
speaking, higher throughput is achieved by saturating the system with packets, at the expense of longer 
| j i e n c \ 

•o succauni P»c**a Mmg o*ntiil«l (ru) Mo MueauM emektm being gtnwWM) im) 

FIGURE 12. Latency for real-switch-based system and bridge-based system when the 
depth of FIFO is one (compared with three). 8 H x8 R multistage DAO systems. 

4.2.3 Switch delay 

All the simulations we have done so far are based on one assumption: the SCI switch internal interconnections 

Smuiwo™ * -Ml 4-»«!lcn*w*J lyMwi» Som4UiontL'5Clt>nao*-toB«!iy 

'' lokdlin* n n K r i M M Y - i S o n * . 

FIGURE 13. Using long switch delay will affect the throughput ona reat-switch-based 
system more than a bridge-based system, 8 R x8 R multistage DAQ systems. 

are running at SCI speed, with 16-bii wide data paths. This assumption is reflected in mat we specify switch 
delay as 25 ns. If wc take today's technology to handle skew and other hardware effects into consideration, wc 
raaj tinly achieve 250 ns. Then the performance and latency of the systems we have simulated will be 
different Wc reran some of the simulations and found that in both systems, the switch delay has no influence 
on the .hmughput. which goes asymptotically to the same value independent of switch delay (sec Figure 13) 
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The mural! Luene* is longer in both systems when longer switch delay is used (see Figure 14). 

We also found that longer switch delay causes much lower throughput for those systems with depth of FIFOs 
less ih;in K. This makes the choice of optimum depth of FIFOs towards deeper FIFOs, such as 6-8 for real-
N<A itch-based systems and 3-5 for bridge-based systems. From the curves, we can see that the bridge-based 
\\ stems are less affected. This is because the switch delay has more influence on a real-switch-based system 
than on a bridge-based system, where the internal ring structure also plays a heavy role in addition to switch 
delay The bypass lime is still 15 ns for a 500 MHz GaAs node chip. Thif leaves the latency caused by the 
bridges on internal rings unaffected. 

until tr» FIFOlwMenKMnoO»• « • • 

lMp»i o< cu^Kil Flf Oa in SC-bnaga 

FIGURE 14. Using long switch delay will affect the latency of a real-switch-based 
system more than a bridge-based system, 8 R x8 R multistage DAQ systems. 

5. Conclusions 
SCI switch-based network systems is a new field that needs great attention and effort. In general, one must try 
to lind the trade-offs to achieve the best solutions based on the requirements of throughput, latency, cost, etc. 

An SCI bridge model is in principle two node chips interconnected *'back-io-back". Based on the experience 
from the Dolphin NodeChip™. u will not be too difficult to build. Minor changes will be required lo the node 
chip The SCI bridges can be used to form a large SCI system, hut a system based on SCI bridges will not he 
able to provide the full potential bandwidth. A more powerful SCI switch element is presented. It is simple, 
scalable, and runs ai full SCI speed on each of the links. 

Wc have described a modified multistage data acquisition system for implementation in SCI. Il can achieve a 
high handwidth and low latency 

t-roin the simulation, we found that. 

The throughput of a bridge-based system is around half of the throughput of a real switch-based system 

The throughput of both the real-switch-based system and the bridge-based system scales well. 

Retry traffic can be completely eliminated for a real switch by making the FIFOs deeper enough. This is not 
i rue lor bridge-bused systems which saturate at high load levels. 
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* The kuencs ot" d bridge-based system is longer than a real-switch-based system. 

* l..ik-nc> does nut increase proportionally with the size of the system, but is proportional with the number of 
Mjgi-s ol the multistage network system. 

* The depth of FIFOs needed to get optimum throughput and latencies depends on the switch delsy (longer 
delays require deeper FIFOs t. Using deeper FIFOs beyond ihc optimum has negligible effect on real-
sVMiLh-based s>stems but increases latencies for bridge-based systems. For optimal results a real switch-
kced system requires deeper FIFOs than a bridge-based system. 

* A one-FIFO system will have bad performance. However, with a lightly loaded systems, one-FIFO 
sw itches v. ill yield the søme result as multiple-FIFO switches. This is true for bodi systems. 

> Longer switch delay does not lower the system throughput provided tfiat the depth of FIFOs is increased. 
It does of course affect the latency. The real-switch baseu system is more sensitive to longer switch delay 
than bridge-based system. 

Adjusting some parameters to increase performance and to reduce cost still need to be done and veri tied with 
kleuiled computer simulations. Other topologies still need to be investigated. 
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